CLASS: Hazel ( Year 1 )

TOPIC UMBRELLA

TERM: Trinity

This term our topic is ‘Pirates’. If your child would like to bring in a book based around pirates, the sea or ships then that would be lovely for
them to have during ERIC time. On the 13th June, we are going on a school trip to Bristol. During our trip we will be boarding the Matthew of
Bristol and be taken on a cruise around the Harbour. Then we will venture to M Shed, a museum, where we will learn more about ships and
sailors. Nearer to the end of term, I will be holding a final parent open day. There will be two time slots for you to sign up to, one in the morning
and the other in the afternoon Not only will there will be opportunity for your child to share their work with you but there will also be a
PowerPoint presentation including photographs from the whole academic year.

GEOGRAPHY:

UMBRELLA TOPIC: Pirates

SCIENCE
Animals - sorting animals in
different ways using Scientific
words.



ENGLISH:

The human body - Can you name



the basic parts of the human body?
Which part of the body is
associated with each sense?



We will be using
the IPads and
laptops to code using
different
programmes based
around the sea and
pirates.





Retelling and innovating ‘The Night Pirates’ by Peter Harris.



Instructions based on ‘How I became a Pirate’ by Melinda Long



Writing letters to our Reception buddies joining in September

HISTORY:

name a variety of common wild
and garden plants? What do
plants need to survive? Can you tell
me the basic structure of a plant?

COMPUTING:

Identify seasonal and daily weather
patterns in the United Kingdom.

Can you name the countries of the UK?
What about the capital cities?
 What are the world’s 7 continents and
5 oceans? How can we remember them?

INDEPENDENT SUBJECT:~ MATHS

Plants – Can you identify and







Individual from the
past - Blackbeard



Who was Blackbeard?
Why is he famous?

MUSIC:



Pirate songs
Use musical
instruments to
create own sea
and pirate
music.

INDEPENDENT
SUBJECT – RE- Why






Focus artist - George Seurat

Addition and subtraction. Using and
applying number bonds to 20, solving
addition and subtraction number
sentence and missing number problems



Solve one step problems involving
multiplication and division.



Money - Recognise and know the value of
different denominations of coins and
notes. Solve one step problems involving
money.



Weight and Volume – Compare, describe
and solve practical problems for mass/
weight and capacity.



Measure and begin to record mass/weight,
capacity and volume.

are some stories special?


ART & DESIGN:




Children will learn
how Jesus used
stories in his
teaching, what these
mean and why they
are special.



What style of art did he do?

INDEPENDENT SUBJECT- PE:

Create pointillism paintings
Pirate portraits
Pirate craft
Polystyrene and clay seaside prints



Monday and Tuesday. No jewellery & hair
tie provided please



Tennis rounders – an adapted version
of rounders using tennis rackets.
Atlas Sports

